PIANO

SCHIRMER PERFORMANCE EDITIONS

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: PIANO SONATAS
Each with a Performance CD edited & recorded by Robert Taub
G. Schirmer, Inc.
All of the Beethoven Sonatas are now available as individual editions with a companion CD (except Op. 49, available as a two sonata set). $8.99 unless otherwise noted.

00296933 Piano Sonata No. 1 in F minor, Op. 2, No. 1
00296934 Piano Sonata No. 2 in A Major, Op. 2, No. 2
00296935 Piano Sonata No. 3 in C Major, Op. 2, No. 3
00296936 Piano Sonata No. 4 in E-flat Major, Op. 7
00296937 Piano Sonata No. 5 in C Minor, Op. 10, No. 1
00296938 Piano Sonata No. 6 in F Major, Op. 10, No. 2
00296939 Piano Sonata No. 7 in D Major, Op. 10, No. 3
00296694 Piano Sonata No. 8 in C minor, Op. 13 (“Pathétique”) ($10.99)
00296940 Piano Sonata No. 9 in E Major, Op. 14, No. 1
00296941 Piano Sonata No. 10 in C Major, Op. 14, No. 2
00296942 Piano Sonata No. 11 in E-flat Major, Op. 22
00296943 Piano Sonata No. 12 in A-flat Major, Op. 26
00296944 Piano Sonata No. 13 in E-flat Major, Op. 27, No. 1
00296695 Piano Sonata No. 14 in E major, Op. 27, No. 2 (“Moonlight”) ($10.99)
00296945 Piano Sonata No. 15 in D Major, Op. 28 (“Pastoral”)
00296946 Piano Sonata No. 16 in G Major, Op. 31, No. 1
00296947 Piano Sonata No. 17 in D minor, Op. 31, No. 2 (“Tempest”)
00296948 Piano Sonata No. 18 in E-flat Major, Op. 31, No. 3
00296696 Sonatas Nos. 19 & 20, Op. 49 ($10.99)
00296949 Piano Sonata No. 21 in G Major, Op. 53 (“Waldstein”) ($9.99)
00296950 Piano Sonata No. 22 in F Major, Op. 54
00296951 Piano Sonata No. 23 in F minor, Op. 57 (“Appassionata”) ($9.99)
00296952 Piano Sonata No. 24 in F-sharp Major, Op. 78
00296953 Piano Sonata No. 25 in G Major, Op. 79
00296954 Piano Sonata No. 26 in E-flat Major, Op. 81a (“Das Lebewohl”)
00296955 Piano Sonata No. 27 in E minor, Op. 90
00296956 Piano Sonata No. 28 in A Major, Op. 101
00296957 Piano Sonata No. 29 in B-flat Major, Op. 106 (“Hammerklavier”) ($9.99)
00296958 Piano Sonata No. 30 in E Major, Op. 109
00296959 Piano Sonata No. 31 in A-flat Major, Op. 110
00296960 Piano Sonata No. 32 in C minor, Op. 111

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN: EASIER PIANO VARIATIONS
With a CD of Performances edited and recorded by Immanuel Gruenberg
G. Schirmer, Inc.
“Quand ‘è più bello” from La Molinara by Giovanni Paisiello, WoO 64, Nine Variations on “Nel cor più non mi sento” from La Molinara by Giovanni Paisiello, WoO 70, Eight Variations on “Une fièvre brillante” from Richard Coeur-de-lion by André Ernest Modeste Grétry, WoO 72, and Six Variations in G Major, WoO 77.
00296892 Book/CD ...................................................$12.99

CARL CZERNY: THE SCHOOL OF VELOCITY FOR THE PIANO, OP. 299
BOOKS 1 AND 2
edited and recorded by Matthew Edwards
G. Schirmer, Inc.
The more advanced of Czerny’s best-known exercises, this set emphasizes the development of rapid passage work for both hands. Includes historical and performance notes, easy-to-read new music engraving and a CD demonstrating possible tempos to which students may aspire.
00296899 Book/CD .................................... $12.99

SERGE RACHMANINOFF: PRELUDES, OPUS 3 AND OPUS 23
With a CD of Performances edited and recorded by Alexandre Dossin
G. Schirmer, Inc.
Contains Rachmaninoff’s most famous piano piece, the Prelude in C-sharp minor. This paired with the ten pieces from opus 23 provide the advanced pianist a newly-engraved and researched edition of the first half of the composer’s output of piano preludes.
00296858 Book/CD ....................................... $15.99

All prices in this newsletter are listed in U.S. funds. Prices, contents and availability are subject to change without notice.
PIANO (CONTINUED)

THE BEST OF GEORGES AURIC
IN 15 PIECES FOR PIANO
compiled by Christophe Mirambeau
Editions Salabert
Includes Adieu, New York!, Trois Pastorales, Trois Impromptus, Les Fâcheux, Sonatine, Trois morceaux par le “Lac aux dames” and Imaginées V:
50498637 .............................................................$22.95

EMMANUEL CHABRIER:
BOURRÉE FANTASQUE
ed. Peter Jost
fing. Pascal Rogé
Henle Urtext Edition
Composed in 1891, Chabrier’s “Bourrée fantasque” was the culmination of his piano works. This is the first critical edition to make use of all available sources.
51481162 .............................................................$13.95

FRÉDÉRIC CHOPIN:
POLONAISE IN F-SHARP MINOR, OP. 44
ed. Norbert Müllemann
fing. Hans-Martin Theopold
Henle Urtext Edition
Previously only available in the complete Polonaises (HL51480217), Chopin’s opus 44 is now published in a revised single edition.
51481154 .............................................................$12.95

DAVID DEL TREDICI:
MANDANGO
FIVE GAY-THEMED PIECES FOR PIANO
Boosey & Hawkes
48022705 .............................................................$19.99

MANUEL DE FALLA:
2 DANZAS ESPАÑOLAS
“LA VIDA BREVE”
ORIGINAL PIANO SOLO VERSION
ed. Takegito Hirai and Re Hirai
Zen-On
Based on the original edition and its reprints. With added editorial fingering and pedaling, editorial notes, an article on the life and works of de Falla, and more.
50498589 .............................................................$16.95

MANUEL DE FALLA:
FANTASÍA BAEATICA
ed. Takegito Hirai and Re Hirai
Zen-On
Based on the original edition and its reprints. With added editorial fingering and pedaling, editorial notes, an article on the life and works of de Falla, and more.
50498587 .............................................................$17.95

INGRAM MARSHALL:
AUTHENTIC PRESENCE
Peermusic Classical
Based on ideas from Marshall’s Piano Quartet (“In My End is my Beginning”). Authentic Presence attempts to project a continuous state of mind or presence.
00229365 .............................................................$19.95

ALBERT ROUSSEL:
PIANO WORKS
Editions Durand
50565704 .............................................................$29.95

ERIK SATIE:
SONATINE BUREAUCRATIQUE
ed. Ulrich Kramér
fing. Pascal Rogé
Henle Urtext Edition
Although Satie took the classical form as a model for his “Sonatine,” it is quintessentially an ironic work. The composer included lines of text between the staves that describe the day of a typical Parisian bureaucrat.
51481075 .............................................................$9.95

ALEXANDER SCRIABIN:
Piano Sonata no. 3 in F-sharp minor, Op. 23
ed. Valentina Rubcova
fing. Michael Schneider
Henle Urtext Edition
In addition to the surviving sketches and the first edition, this edition also takes into account a recording that Scriabin made of his work on a mechanical piano. Russian Scriabin expert Valentina Rubcova knowledgeably sheds light on this unusual source situation.
51481109 .............................................................$23.95

PAWEL SZYMAŃSKI:
TWO STUDIES FOR PIANO
Chester Music
14042026 .............................................................$18.95

PIANO COLLECTIONS

THE BOOSEY & HAWKES
SOLO PIANO COLLECTION – BEST OF BRITISH
29 BRITISH GEMS ARRANGED FOR THE INTERMEDIATE PIANIST
arr. Hywel Davies and Christopher Norton
Boosey & Hawkes
Great Britain’s finest 20th and 21st century composers are represented in this collection, including music by Britten, Elgar, Finzi, Holst, Jenkins, Maxwell Davies, Vaughan Williams, and others.
48022519 .............................................................$19.95

ORGAN

DIETRICH BUXTEHUDE:
COMPLETE ORGAN WORKS
ed. Claudia Schumacher
Masters of the North
German Organ School
Schott
Based on the original versions while taking the latest findings of the Buxtehude research into account. Part 1 (18 preludes), Part 2 (3 toccatas, 1 preambulum, 2 ciacones, 9 canzonas and 3 fugues), Part 3 and 4 contain a total of 48 choral arrangements in alphabetical order of the initials of the chorales: Part 3 (26 pieces, A-L), Part 4 (22 arrangements, M-W).
49019076 Part 1 .............................................................$32.99
49019077 Part 2 .............................................................$32.99
49019176 Part 3 .............................................................$32.99
49019177 Part 4 .............................................................$32.99

BRIAN CHAPPLE:
SIX BAGATELLES FOR ORGAN
Chester Music
Transcriptions of six of the Bagatelles for solo piano.
14042027 .............................................................$18.95

JOE DUDDELL:
TEMPORAL KEYS
Schott
Temporal Keys is an ethereal work for solo organ, which contrasts intricate and highly rhythmic sequences with a slow moving harmonic structure. 10 minutes.
49019131 .............................................................$20.99

PETR EBN:
LASST UN S PREISEN
CHORAL FANTASIA
ed. Markus Eichenlaub
Schott
Commissioned for the celebration of Rogation week at the Limburg Cathedral. Based on the joyful choral text of the same name.
49019132 .............................................................$16.99

JOHANN LUDWIG KREBS:
SELECTED ORGAN WORKS
VOLUME 1: INDEPENDENT ORGAN WORKS
ed. Felix Friedrich
Schott
Among the pupils of J. S. Bach, Johann Ludwig Krebs (1713-1780) took a key position. Being one of the most talented of Bach’s students, Krebs was already regarded as an extraordinary composer and organist with virtuoso skills in his own lifetime. With critical commentary.
49019138 .............................................................$34.99
FRANZ LISZT: FROM THE CRADLE TO THE GRAVE
arr. Harald Feller
Schott
Originally an orchestral tone poem composed late in Liszt's life. This new organ arrangement is based on the orchestral score and the composer's piano transcription.
49019218 $19.99

QI ZHANG: SYMPHONY IN THE TEAPOT
Schott
Inspired by the Chinese history and culture of tea. Originally written in 2005 for the Electronc Organ and later arranged by the composer for pipe organ.
49019175 $19.99

VOCAL
THE ART OF THE VOCALISE
Mezzo-Soprano/Baritone
ed. Elio Battaglia
Ricordi
A critical-technical anthology for vocal study. Preparatory course.
50498635 Part I. $18.95

RICHARD RODNEY BENNETT: VOYAGE
Mezzo-Soprano and Piano
Novello
Based on a text by Pennemore Hughes, this work was commissioned for a wedding celebration.
14041924 $13.95

WILLIAM BUSCH: THE FAIRIES
Medium Voice and Piano
Chester Music
14042055 Facsimile Edition. $9.95

WILLIAM BUSCH: HARVEST MOON
Medium Voice and Piano
Chester Music
14042052 Facsimile Edition. $9.95

WILLIAM BUSCH: SLUMBER SONG
High Voice and Piano
Chester Music
14042053 Facsimile Edition. $9.95

WILLIAM BUSCH: SWEET CONTENT
Medium Voice and Piano
Chester Music
14042054 Facsimile Edition. $9.95

WILLIAM BUSCH: WEEP YOU NO MORE
Medium Voice and Piano
Chester Music
14042056 Facsimile Edition. $9.95

SOLO INSTRUMENTAL
Solo Instrument with or without keyboard

MOHAMMED FAIROUZ: FOUR HA IKU POEMS AND PANOPTICON
Tenor and Piano
Peerem Classical
Based on poems by Judson Evans. Four Haiku Poems is a mini-cycle cast in four songs of 11 bars or less. A "Panopticon" is a building which is organized so that all elements of the interior can be seen from a single point, like in a hospital or library.
00109730 $14.95

MOHAMMED FAIROUZ: POSH
Bari-Tenor and Piano
Peerem Classical
Three songs on poems by Wayne Koestenbaum, including "Ballad of the Layette," "Posh," and "Blue Sea Songs." Fairouz adds dashes of wit, playfulness, and quicksilver shifts in harmony and color to these Bari-Tenor songs.
00109729 $14.95

NICOLA VACCAl: PRACTICAL METHOD OF ITALIAN SINGING
Ricordi
The vocal methods of Nicola Vaccai (1790-1848) are well-known to classical singers and voice teachers around the world. Ricordi was the original publisher of Vaccai.
50498724 Soprano/Tenor $8.95
50498725 Mezzo-Soprano/Baritone $8.95
50498726 Contralto/Bass $8.95

LUCIO FRANCO AMANTI: JAZZ SONATA
Violoncello and Piano
Schott
Italian cellist and jazz musician Lucio Amanti (b. 1977) explores the possibilities of jazz on the cello in this sonata with piano accompaniment. This crossover concert piece includes a bit of bebop, a touch of Latin and tango, some cool jazz, a hint of Stravinsky, and more. Intermediate to Advanced level.
49019137 $22.99

C.P.E. BACH: GAMBA SONATAS Wq 88, 136, 137
Edition for Violoncello and Harpsichord
With marked and unmarked string parts
ed. Wolfram Enßlin and Ernst-Günter Heinemann
cello fing./bassing: David Geringas
Henle Urtext Edition
Like his father, Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach wrote three sonatas for viola da gamba. These sonatas can also be played very effectively on the cello; the fingerings in the marked copies provide helpful suggestions.
51489091 $59.95

BENOIT BERBIGUIER: 18 STUDIES FOR FLUTE
With Flute 2 Part
ed. Carol Wincenc
and Bryan Wagon
Carol Wincenc 21st Century Series for Flute
Laurens keiser Music Publishing
The 18 Studies by French flutist Benoît Berbiguiere (1782-1838) are among his most often-played pieces. With a Flute 2 part composed by Carol Wincenc, based on the methods of Marcel Moyse.
00109366 $10.95
Leonard Bernstein: Sonata for Clarinet and Piano
Revised Edition
ed. Richard Walters and Todd Levy
Boosey & Hawkes
Revised edition based on manuscript sources. Newly engraved and edited. Includes a Bernstein biography as well as historical and performance notes.
48022586  Book Only .............................................................$19.99
Also available:
48020641  Book/CD .............................................................$24.99

Elliott Carter: Figment V
Solo Marimba
Boosey & Hawkes
48022641 .............................................................$14.99

David Del Tredici: The Felix Variations
Solo Bass Trombone
Boosey & Hawkes
A set of variations on the famous theme of Paganini’s 24th Caprice. Commissioned by, dedicated to, and inspired by the composer’s nephew Felix.
48022684 .............................................................$14.99

Paul Dukas: Villanelle
Horn and Piano
ed. Dominik Rahmer
fing. Klaus Schilde
Henle Urtext Edition
Based on the horn and piano autograph and first edition.
51481170 .............................................................$21.95

Enjoy the Double Bass
by Gerd Reitke
Bote & Bock
Exciting and comprehensive double bass method offering studies from the very beginning up to the most advanced levels of double bass playing. CD includes performances, piano accompaniments, and printable PDF scores.
48022591  Volume 3 (5.5 - 7 position), Book/CD .............................................................$26.95
48022592  Volume 4 (Thumb positions), Book/CD .............................................................$22.95
Also available:
48020975  Volume 1 (1.5-2.5 position), Book/CD .............................................................$21.95
48020976  Volume 2 (3-5 position), Book/CD .............................................................$21.95

Thumb Position Exercises for the Double Bass
by Gerd Reitke
Bote & Bock
48022612 .............................................................$29.95

Gabriel Fauré: Pavane, Op. 50
arr. Wolfgang Birtel Schott
Fauré’s romantic, melancholy melody has been arranged for various instruments with piano accompaniment.
49019214  Horn .............................................................$6.99
49019213  Trumpet in B-flat .............................................................$6.99

Gabriel Fauré: Violin Sonata No. 1 in a Major, Op. 13
With Marked and Unmarked String Parts
ed. Fabian Kolb
piano fing. Pascal Rogé
violin fing., bowing: Igor Ozim
Henle Urtext Edition
Based primarily on the 1877 first edition, which was revised and authorized by the composer in what can be claimed as the last authorized version. Other sources include the autograph working manuscript, and the French reissue published ca. 1880.
51480980 .............................................................$34.95

Harald Genzmer: Capriccio Notturno, GeWV 263
Flute (Treble Recorder) and Piano
ed. Elisabeth Weinzierl
and Edmund Wächter Schott
Harald Genzmer (1909-2007) composed Capriccio notturno in the last stage of his creative life, when the flute played a major role. The work is inspired by Nietzsche’s Thus Spoke Zarathustra. The demanding musical context requires experienced performers: a work for both the concert stage and upper school classes or youth competitions.
49019133 .............................................................$23.99

HeLEN GRIMe: Shadowplay
Soprano Saxophone and Piano
Chester Music
In three movements. ca. 6 minutes.
14042013 .............................................................$16.95

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: “Wunderkind” Sonatas, Volume 1, K. 6-9
Piano and Violin
With Marked and Unmarked String Parts
ed. Wolf-Dieter Seiffert, fing/bowing: Benjamin Schmid, piano fing. Ariane Haering
Henle Urtext Edition
Composed in London in 1764, Mozart’s K. 6-9 can either be played as piano trios, violin sonatas, or simply on the piano. Based on “Royal” sources: the copy in the British Library bears the handwritten note: “This Volume belongs to the Queen 1788.”
51481078 .............................................................$34.95

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: “Wunderkind” Sonatas, Volume 3, K. 26-31
Piano and Violin
With Marked and Unmarked String Parts
ed. Wolf-Dieter Seiffert, fing/bowing: Benjamin Schmid, piano fing. Ariane Haering
Henle Urtext Edition
Composed in The Hague in 1765, the Sonatas for Piano K. 26-31 can also have a violin accompaniment. Based on the 1766 first edition, a 1767 Paris edition, and an early 19th-century copy of piano part.
51481079 .............................................................$29.95

Gioachino Rossini: Introduction, Theme and Variations for Clarinet
Clarinet and Piano
ed. Charles Neidich
Charles Neidich 21st Century Series for Clarinet
Lauren Keiser Music Publishing
Includes detailed annotations and historical background. With two cadenzas.
00111949 .............................................................$10.95

Robert Schumann: Kinderszenen, Op. 15
Cello and Piano
ed. Francesco Dillon and Emanuele Torquati
Ricordi
A transcription of Schumann’s famous piano set made by cellist Friedrich Grützmacher (1832-1903). This newly-engraved edition makes these wonderful miniatures available to add to a recital for the intermediate cellist.
50498617 .............................................................$18.95

Dmitri Shostakovich: Sonata (Unfinished)
Violin and Piano
First Edition
DSCH
In June 1945, Shostakovich began composition of what was to be a violin sonata. This unfinished work gives new insight into the composer’s creative process.
Includes manuscript facsimiles.
50498614 .............................................................$30.00
CARL MARIA VON WEBER: CONCERTINO FOR CLARINET
CLARINET AND PIANO
ed. Charles Neidich
Charles Neidich 21st Century Series for Clarinet
Laurel Keiser Music Publishing
Weber’s clarinet masterpiece was composed for virtuoso Heinrich Baermann. This edition is based on Weber’s original text and the edition published by Baermann’s son. Includes four new cadenzas of varying length and difficulty.

FRANZ WOHLFAHRT: FIFTY EASY MELODIOUS STUDIES FOR THE VIOLIN, OP. 74, BOOKS 1 AND 2
Violin and Orchestra
Commissioned by the Milton Keynes City Orchestra.

LENNOX BERKELEY: SONATINA, OP. 51/1
Sonatina for Guitar
Based on poetry by John Keats.

HUGH WOOD: VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. 2, OP. 50
Violin and Orchestra
Commissioned by Michael Salamon.

BENJAMIN BRITTEN: SIMPLE SYMPHONY, OP. 4
STRING QUARTET
Chester Music
Arranged for string quartet by G. Schirmer, Inc.

JOE DUDDELL: NIGHTSWIMMING
PIANO TRIO
Sccott
With a title that makes reference to the band REM, Duddeff's Nightswimming subtly gathers its own momentum and direction, moving away from the nocturnal which is suggested in the opening.

CHAMBER MUSIC

HOWARD BLAKE: WALKING IN THE AIR, OP. 615
STRING QUARTET
arr. Howard Blake
Chester Music
Blake’s classic theme song to the beloved Christmas story, The Snowman, in a string quartet arrangement made by the composer.

DOMENICO SCARLATTI: THREE SONATAS
Three Sonatas
Arranged for guitar by Jean-Claude Gruetzmacher
Editions Durand
Contains an analysis and commentary plus the guitar transcription of the piano sonatas K. 380, K. 466, and K. 113. (French only)

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART: CONCERTO IN A MAJOR FOR CLARINET AND ORCHESTRA, K. 622
Clarinet and String Quintet
arr. Wilfried Goltz

HUGO MARISCH: SIMPLE STUDIES FOR CLARINET, OP. 11
Clarinet and Orchestra
Commissioned by the Milton Keynes City Orchestra.

LENOX BERKELEY: SONATINA, OP. 51/1
Sonatina for Guitar
Based on poetry by John Keats.

BENJAMIN BRITTEN: SIMPLE SYMPHONY, OP. 4
STRING QUARTET
Chester Music
Arranged for string quartet by G. Schirmer, Inc.

JOE DUDDELL: NIGHTSWIMMING
PIANO TRIO
Sccott
With a title that makes reference to the band REM, Duddeff's Nightswimming subtly gathers its own momentum and direction, moving away from the nocturnal which is suggested in the opening.

49018858 Score and Parts ...........................................$32.95

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART: CONCERTO IN A MAJOR FOR CLARINET AND ORCHESTRA, K. 622
Clarinet and String Quintet
arr. Wilfried Goltz

50497680 Score and Parts ...........................................$68.95

MICHAEL NYMAN: THROUGH THE ONLY WINDOW
PIANO QUINTET
Chester Music
Commissioned to accompany the exhibition of Photography “De Ma Fenetre” by Korean artist Ahae, held at the Louvre.

14042025 Score and Parts ...........................................$49.95

ALEXANDER ROSENBLATT: TANGO
PIANO TRIO
Sccott
Moscow-born composer Alexander Rosenblatt (b. 1956) loves to blur the rigid barriers between classical and jazz music. Tango is a challenging and exciting piece, which deliberately puts the possibilities of performance and sound to the extreme.

49019134 Score and Parts ...........................................$25.95

ROBERT SCHUMANN: WORKS FOR PIANO TRIO
ed. Ernst Herttrich
Chester Music
Together with the trios by Mendelssohn and Brahms, Schumann’s four compositions are the most important works for this genre written in the 19th century. Includes: Trio in D minor, Op. 63, Trio in F Major, Op. 80, Trio in G minor, Op. 110, Phantasiestücke, Op. 88, and an appendix containing alternate versions of the Opus 88 Finale.

51480916 Score and Parts ...........................................$79.95
Boosey & Hawkes

**Paweł Szymański: A Photo from the Birthday Party**
The Silesian String Quartet with a Shadow of Bartók
String Quartet
Chester Music
Composed for the 20th anniversary of the Silesian String Quartet. ca. 5 minutes.

14042045 Score and Parts .....................................$14.95

**Rolf Wallin: Elegy**
Trumpet and String Quartet
arr. Simon Desbruslais
Chester Music
Elegy was written for the funeral of the composer’s sister Erna. Originally for trumpet and piano, this work has been arranged for trumpet and string quartet for this edition.

14042005 Score and Parts .....................................$13.95

**Huw Watkins: Piano Trio**
Schott
Commissioned for the renowned Floresian Trio in 2009, Watkins’ Piano Trio is a formidable addition to the chamber music repertoire. ca. 20 minutes.

49018870 Score and Parts .....................................$47.99

**Johannes Brahms: Symphony No. 4 in E Minor, Op. 98**
ed. Robert Pascall
Helle Urtext Edition
Based on the musical text in the Johannes Brahms Complete Edition (HLS1486015).

51489856 Study Score .....................................$15.95

50497682 Vocal Score .....................................$97.95

50497681 Vocal Score .....................................$97.95

**Béla Bartók: Cantata Profana – The Nine Enchanted Stags**
corrected edition prepared by Nelson Dellamaggiore and Peter Bartók
Bartók Records & Publications

With a detailed preface, editorial notes, and an appendix of texts and translations. In Hungarian and English.

00117684 Study Score .....................................$47.00
00117686 Vocal Score .....................................$38.00

**Mohammed Fairouz: Concert Arias from Someida’s Song**
An Opera in 3 Scenes
Voice and Orchestra
Perlemus Classical
Inspired by Tawfiq al-Hakim’s play “Song of Death.”

00113732 Full Score .....................................$27.95

50497682 Vocal Score .....................................$81.95

**George Frideric Handel: In the Lord Put I My Trust**
Vocal Concertos
ed. Damian Cramner
Novello

14041986 Vocal Score .....................................$14.95

**Karl Jenkins: Gods of Olympus**
Boosey & Hawkes
Composed by the Really Big Chorus (London). Inspired by four of the twelve Olympians, the mythical Gods that dwelt on Mount Olympus: Zeus, Hermes, Aphrodite, and Hephaestus.

48022666 Vocal Score .....................................$17.95

**James MacMillan: Edinburgh Te Deum**
SSAATB Chorus and Organ
Boosey & Hawkes

48021299 ..........................................................$6.95

**Sofia Gubaidulina: St. John Passion**
Soprano, Tenor, Baritone, and Bass Soloists, Two Mixed Choruses, Organ, and Orchestra
Sikorski
Includes Russian language transliterations in the score. ca. 100 minutes.

50497681 Vocal Score .....................................$97.95

HEINZ HOLLIGER: MACHAUT TRANSCRIPTIONS
Four Singing Voices and Three Violas
Schott
In this complete, almost one-hour cycle, Machaut’s original compositions, which are performed a cappella, have been interwoven with Holliger’s transcriptions. Four of the transcriptions have been arranged for three violas alone.

49019135 Complete Performance Score .....................................$50.99

Also available: 49018712 Three Violas, Performance Score ..........$33.99

**Herbert Howells: Serenade**
Four Solo Violins and String Orchestra
Novello
Composed in 1917 as the third and final movement of Suite for Strings, Op. 16.

14042002 ..........................................................$12.95

**Tarik O’Regan: After Rain (PetriChor)**
SATB Chorus, Clarinet, Percussion, Harp, and String Orchestra
Novello

14041951 Vocal Score .....................................$7.95
14041952 Study Score .....................................$20.95

HENRY PURCELL: SWIFTER, ISIS, SWIFTER FLOW
Anthem with Two Recorders, Oboe, Strings, SATB Soloists, and Mixed Choruses
Novello

14042024 Full Score .....................................$18.95
14042023 Set of Parts .....................................$24.95

**Serge Rachmaninoff: Vocalise, Op. 34, No. 14**
Chamber Orchestra
Novello

An arrangement of Rachmaninoff’s famous “song without words” for chamber orchestra by conductor and composer José Serebrier. The beautiful melody and stirring harmonies would be a fine addition to a small orchestra’s repertoire.

48021236 Full Score .....................................$24.95
CRITICAL EDITIONS

New Universal Music Publishing Classical CRITICAL EDITIONS catalogue available (90009652). This catalogue and a new U.S. price list are available upon request.

SUBSCRIPTION SERIES

Subscriptions are available for all of the following series through Hal Leonard. A subscription entitles a subscriber to receive all existing volumes, plus all future volumes in a series, at the subscriber retail price. Single volumes are also available for purchase without a subscription at the non-subscriber retail price. Subscription forms are available upon request. Email classical@halleonard.com for more details.

G. HENLE VERLAG

Ludwig van Beethoven
Johannes Brahms
Joseph Haydn
Facsimiles
Beethoven Briefe (Letters)
Haydn Studien (Studies)
KBM
Legacy of German Music
RISM

ÉDITIONS DURAND

Claude Debussy

CRITICAL EDITIONS

Distributed by Hal Leonard

STEVE REICH:

DRUMMING PART ONE

FOUR PAIRS OF TUNED BONGO DRUMS

Boosey & Hawkes

Composed in 1970-71, Drumming is Reich’s longest work. Drumming Part One is now available separately from the complete study score (HL84011777). With detailed performance notes.

RICORDI, MILAN

Vincenzo Bellini
Gaetano Donizetti
Andrea Gabrieli
Giovanni Battista Pergolesi
Giacomo Puccini
Gioachino Rossini
Domenico Scarlatti
Francesco Paolo Tosti
Giuseppe Verdi

Antonio Vivaldi
Archivio della Sinfonia Milanese
Drammaturgia Musicale Veneta

† For purchase of subscription Verdi hardbound full scores outside continental Europe, contact The University of Chicago Press.

RICORDI, MUNICH

Giovanni Simone Mayr
Giacomo Meyerbeer

DSCH

New Collected Works of Dmitri Shostakovich

RECENTLY RELEASED

VINCENTE BELLINI:

MUSICA VOCALE DA CAMERA

(VOCAL CHAMBER MUSIC)

Edizione Critica delle Opere di Vincenzo Bellini, Vol. XIV

Ricordi

50498618 Clothbound

Subscriber Price $170.00

Non-Subscriber Price $195.00

JOHANNES BRAHMS:

SYMPHONY NO. 4 IN E-MINOR, OP. 98

ARRANGED FOR 1 PIANO AND 2 PIANOS, 4 HANDS

Complete Edition with critical report, Serie IA, Band 3

G. Henle Verlag

51486016 Clothbound Score $353.00

JOHANNES BRAHMS:

SERENADES AND OVERTURES

ARRANGEMENTS FOR 1 PIANO, 4 HANDS

Complete Edition with critical report, Serie IA, Band 4

G. Henle Verlag

51486017 Clothbound Score $466.00

JOHANNES BRAHMS:

ARRANGEMENTS OF WORKS BY OTHER COMPOSERS

FOR 1 PIANO OR 2 PIANOS, 4 HANDS

Complete Edition with critical report, Serie IX, Band 1

G. Henle Verlag

51486018 Clothbound Score $510.00

GAETANO DONIZETTI:

MARIA DI ROHAN

Edizione Nazionale delle Opere di Gaetano Donizetti

Ricordi

50497629 Clothbound, Full Score

Subscriber Price $470.00

Non-Subscriber Price $540.00

50498636 Paperbound Vocal Score

(Based on Critical Edition)

Subscriber Price $45.00

Non-Subscriber Price $51.00

ANDREA GABRIELI:

IL TERZO LIBRO DE MADRIGALI A CINQUE VOCI


Ricordi

50498681 Clothbound

Subscriber Price $137.00

Non-Subscriber Price $161.00

GIUSEPPE VERDI:

GIOVANNA D’ARCO

Ricordi/The University of Chicago Press

50490227 Paperbound, Vocal Score

(Based on Critical Edition)

Subscriber Price $37.00

Non-Subscriber Price $44.95

JAMES WHITBOURN:

MISSA CAROLAE

MIXED VOICES, ORGAN, AND OPT. PICCOLO

Chester Music

Originally scored for SATB, piccolo, brass, percussion, and organ.

14041954 Vocal Score (Organ version) $12.95

14041953 Piccolo part $7.95

HUGH WOOD:

VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. 2, OP. 50

VIOLIN AND ORCHESTRA

Chester Music

Commissioned by the Milton Keynes City Orchestra. cat. 25 minutes.

14042057 Score $39.95

14042058 Violin and Piano Reduction $36.95

ALSO AVAILABLE

RICORDI, MILAN

Luigi Nono
Complete Edition of the Instrumental Works of Antonio Vivaldi
Deluxe Facsimile Editions

RICORDI, MUNICH

Albert Lortzing
Karel Reiner (posthumous works)
Alexander Zemlinsky (posthumous works)

BOTE & BOCK

Gustav Mahler Society
Jacques Offenbach Edition Keck

EUROPEAN AMERICAN MUSIC

Kurt Weill Edition

NOVELLO/ELGAR SOCIETY

Edward Elgar Society

SIMROCK

Edition of Luigi Cherubini’s Works

WILHELM HANSEN

Carl Nielsen Works

SCHOTT

Paul Hindemith Yearbook
Musikalisches Denkmal
Richard Wagner Complete Edition
Arnold Schoenberg Complete Edition
Robert Schumann Complete Edition
Paul Hindemith Complete Edition
Carl Maria von Weber Complete Edition
Pietro Antonio Locatelli Complete Edition
Gioffrey Dyce Chadbourn New Edition of Complete Works
Modest Mussorgsky Complete Edition
E.T.A. Hoffmann Complete Edition
Legacy of German Music

RECENTLY RELEASED

CHARLES E. IVES:

SYMPHONY NO. 4

Associated Music Publishers, Inc.

50490634 Clothbound, Full Score/CD-ROM $195.00

7
CD SHEET MUSIC

PIANO QUARTETS
THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION
35 piano quartets from master composers, including works by Beethoven, Brahms, Fauré, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Schumann, and more. Also includes articles from the 1911 edition of Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians.
00115942 CD-ROM (Scores and Parts) ...................... $19.95

STRING QUARTET MASTERPIECES
THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION
Over 4,000 pages of music, including works by Bartók, Borodin, Cherubini, Chopin, Debussy, Hindemith, Schoenberg, Schumann, Smetana, Verdi, Wolf, and many more. Contains articles from the 1911 edition of Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians.
00114330 CD-ROM (Score and Parts) ...................... $19.95

BOOKS

THE REAL TOSCANINI
MUSIANS REVEAL THE MAESTRO
by Cesare Civetta
Amadeus Press
Lauded by Verdi, Debussy, and other music legends, the celebrated conductor Arturo Toscanini raised the standards of orchestral and operatic performance over an astonishing 69 years on the podium. But as he did so, he acquired a reputation as something of a tyrant, who unleashed an explosive temper at musicians if rehearsals did not meet his expectations. Cesare Civetta presents an intriguing collection of vivid, one-of-a-kind interviews with artists who performed with Toscanini. A portrait of the inner workings of the maestro emerges through these extensive conversations, conducted by the author over a period of 20 years, together with other firsthand recollections. These accounts clarify Toscanini's philosophy, musical style, and techniques.
00333741 ................................................................. $22.99

HIGH NOTES AND LOW
300 AND A FEW MORE WHIMSYCAL ANECDOTES
CONCERNING MUSIC AND MUSICIANS
by Ray W. Moore
Amadeus Press
Everyone loves to laugh, to wonder, and to be amazed. High Notes and Low presents interesting and unusual anecdotal information about classical music and musicians in a down-to-earth, easily readable form. Free of technical jargon, the book is appealing not only to the musician but to the general reader as well, and offers information that all can enjoy. Divided into six sections that provide general categories of anecdotes: Composers, Performers, Critics, Conductors, Compositions, and This and That.
00333740 ................................................................. $12.99
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